70 High Percentage Salers bulls
along with 60 Optimizer Composites. The best in both
black and red genetics.
Top selections of show prospects and foundation females.

Salers and Salers-cross females including most of our bred
heifers that have not calved by sale day.

BLACK POLLED PUREBRED SALERS
MacDonald Ranch Salers bulls like Tamale will give
you calves that are born easily and get up and sucking
fast. The result - More Live Calves With Less Work!

BLACK POLLED 87.5% SALERS
Tracker is sired by the Salers breed’s premier femaleproducing sire - BEV Masterpiece. Every bull we sell is
genetically designed to generate outstanding females.

BLACK POLLED 50% SALERS / 50% ANGUS
Harness the power of heterosis and breed complementarity between Salers and Angus or Red Angus
with MacDonald Ranch Optimizer Composites.

RED POLLED 75% SALERS / 25% RED ANGUS
Whether you choose from black or red Salers or Optimizer Composites, they are all bred for a balance of calving
ease, performance, carcass traits and maternal strength.
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Sired by Masterpiece, the breed’s premier maternal +17
sire who ranks #3 on the sire summary for milk
EPD and has four sons or grandsons in the top 12. He is his
mother’s 10th calf and first son (nine sisters preceded him!)
Combines an expressive rear quarter with extra volume and
the maternal strength to build a cowherd on.
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Attractive, easy-going Nebraska son out of a first- +15
calf Navigator daughter. His grandmother has an
average weaning ratio of 107 on 10 calves and is the foundation female of the cow family that has produced some of
our most recognizable herdsires including MAC Redrock and
MAC Robinhood, the 2007 Nat’l Champion Optimizer bull.

+40

Black Polled Purebred
Sire: S Nebraska

Dam Sire: Michelangelo

Black Quad-Polled Purebred

Mww
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Lots of performance, length and maternal
+17
strength put together in one genetic package.
691 Adj. 205 day wt. with ratio of 108. His mother is an ASA
Gold Dam who has an average weaning ratio of 109 on 7
calves. She has sons working in the herds of Weyer Ranch
of Wibaux, MT and CR Ranch of Boerne, TX.
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Sire: S Nebraska Dam Sire: MAC Navigator

+28

Sire: BEV Masterpiece Dam Sire: Magistrate

+1.7

Black Polled Purebred

Mww

Double-Black Triple-Polled 87.5%

+17
A powerful son of one of our newest herdsires.
This big, stout Triton son comes loaded with
thickness, volume and performance. 712 adj. 205 day wt.
with weaning ratio of 112. His dam is an attractive and productive daughter of Kickoff, the only bull in the sire summary
to rank in the top 5 for both ribeye area and marbling score.
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Sire: Big Sky Triton Dam Sire: MAC Kickoff
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Triple-Blk Quad-Polled Purebred
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Sire: Big Sky Triton Dam Sire: S Nebraska

Milk

+15
Thick-made and very attractive, yet genetically
designed for light birth weights and calving ease.
He combines the pedigrees of Triton and Nebraska, two of
our top calving ease sires, with a grandmother who has an
average birth weight of 70 pounds on 3 calves. Descends
from the same cow family that produced BEV Masterpiece.

Double-Black Polled Purebred

Sire: MAC Navigator Dam Sire: Stealth

Mww
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Powerful, thick-made Navigator son whose
+15
massive top and powerful quarter are especially
impressive. Two full brothers have been features of our
2006 and 2007 sales. The Navigator sons will be one of
the largest sire groups in the sale offering. They’ll put extra
pounds, performance and milk into your breeding program.

The Salers Female: The Extra Value in using Salers
The Salers female is at the heart of the special
value the Salers breed has to offer and we strive to
make outstanding maternal characteristics a central attribute in all the genetics we provide. Performance Power 2008 will feature 50 females that will
make a profitable addition to your cowherd.

Selling 15 elite heifer calves
Picked from the top of our replacement females,
these 15 elite heifer calves offer the best in our maternal and carcass genetics. Included will be show
prospects and herd-building female genetics from
some of our great cow families.

Selling 35 commercial Salers and
Salers-cross bred females
l OUR ENTIRE GROUP OF BRED HEIFERS that
have not calved by sale day.

l red and black cows including both high

percentage Salers and Composites, bred Salers
or Angus.

Pictures of sale bulls - Complete listing of sale cattle - Midtest gain update - Info on herdsires and foundation females

MacDonald Ranches is owned and operated by Bill and
Linda MacDonald along with their son, Will, and his wife,
Jerilyn. The ranch is located 10 miles southeast of Bismarck, North Dakota on the bluffs overlooking the Missouri
River valley on scenic State Hwy 1804. Bill’s grandfather
homesteaded here in the 1880’s. Among other illustrious
projects, this pioneering Scotchman hauled the cornerstone
for the first state capitol building and supplied ice cut from
the nearby frozen Missouri River to Bismarck iceboxes.
Bill’s father, Jim, began the seedstock enterprise in 1939
with the purchase of his first registered Polled Hereford females. We have been breeding Salers since 1983 and have
had an annual production sale every year since 1972.
We breed around 500 females that serve as the foundation
of our Salers and Optimizer composite breeding program.
We do over 400 AI services each year in our effort to introduce the best possible genetics into our seedstock offering
and also have an aggressive embryo transplant program.
We have collected carcass data on all of our cull steers and
heifers since 1995 and 2008 will mark the ninth year that we
have ultrasounded all of our bulls and replacement heifers
for carcass traits.
We value relationships with our customers and take great
satisfaction in getting to know our customers as friends,
learning their needs, and helping them to select the bulls
that will provide the most value for their individual situation.
If you ever get close to Bismarck, we would love to show
you our cattle. And even if you can’t make it to the ranch,
we are only a phone call away.
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Black Polled 50% Salers / 50% Angus
Sire: “1I2” (Angus) Dam Sire: Black Design

One of the most promising Optimizer Composite
herdsire prospects we have raised to date. He
combines an 81 pound birth weight with powerful weaning
and post weaning performance. Touchstone is from the
same cow as our premier Optimizer herdsire, MAC F1 Pacesetter. A member of our Denver Optimizer Pen Bull entry.
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Triple-Blk Pld 50% Salers/50% Angus

Sire:“Density” (Angus) Dam Sire:DJF Navajo

One of a great set of calves in the sale offering
sired by SAV 004 Density 4336. Birth wt of 86
along with an adj. 205 day wt of 693 (ratio 109). His dam is
a first calf heifer and his grandmother is an ASA Silver Dam
who has an average weaning ratio of 107 on 8 calves. From
the same cow family that produced BEV Masterpiece.
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Red Quad-Pld 75% Sal / 25% Red An.
Sire: MAC Redrock Dam Sire: Masterpiece

Stout, thick and tame. This powerful herdsire
prospect is sired by the 75% Salers son of Navigator, Redrock, and out of a 75% Salers first calf heifer. His
grandmother, who is also the dam of the 207T bull to the right,
has an average weaning ratio of 106 on 3 calves. Thumper is
just one of an outstanding set of red bulls in the sale offering.

Optimize the Maternal
Part of the success of our Optimizer Composites is that they
are all composed of complementary maternal breeds. This
creates a composite that not only takes advantage of heterosis, but also produces a predictably efficient and productive
crossbred replacement female. We think the Salers X
Angus (or Red Angus) female is the most efficient and
productive commercial cow in the industry.
Balance the Carcass
The complementarity of Salers and Angus is just as impressive when applied to carcass traits. Angus have set the
industry standard for excellence in marbling. Salers excel in
producing lean carcasses without excess external fat. Their
well-muscled carcasses have big ribeyes and almost always
fall into a Yield Grade 1 or Yield Grade 2 category. They
also have outstanding feed conversion and gainability in the
feedlot. Salers also tend to have higher marbling scores than
other Continental breeds, though not as high as Angus.
Manage Heterosis
Optimizer composites easily fit into many crossbreeding
situations and can make it easier for you to manage heterosis
and breed complementarity in your cowherd. To see how
our Salers and Optimizers can help you advance your
crossbreeding program, give us a call or visit

www.macdonaldranches.com
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Dbl-Blk Dbl-Pld 50% Salers / 50% An

Sire: MAC Pacesetter Dam Sire: “VRD” (An)

This second generation Optimizer composite is
out of the Salers-Angus composite sire MAC F1
Pacesetter 171P and from a Salers-Angus cross daughter of
VRD. He has the top weaning performance of the sale offering with an adj. 205 day wt of 722 (ratio 113). He’ll put extra
pounds in your calf crop and leave great milking daughters.
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Triple-Blk Triple-Pld 50% Sal / 50% An

+24

MAC Black Flora 6F is the most proven high-marblnig cow of the Salers breed with 32 progeny in
the Salers registry. Her 23 progeny with ultrasound scan
data have an average IMF ratio of 128 and aveage REA ratio
of 102. 6F is the dam of MAC F1 Raindancer 4R, the $9500
co-high selling bull of our 2006 sale. Raindancer’s first son
to sell at public auction brought $5300 for Floyd and Dottie
Frederickson at the 2007 Salers Supreme sale. Another son
of 6F is MAC F1 Rainstar 15R, herdsire for Ward Ranches
of Shingle Springs, CA. Both Raindancer and Rainstar have
progeny in this sale offering. This powerful and impressive
offering of 6F sons sired by the great Angus sire, 1I2, will
add performance and milk with moderate birth weights.
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Sire: “VRD” (Angus) Dam Sire: Fast Fwd
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Black Polled 50% Salers / 50% Angus

Tremendous thickness, performance and poundproducing power. Adj. 205 day wt of 694 (ratio
109) and exceptional postweaning gain. Shows the complementarity of the Salers and Angus breeds with extra thickness and muscle from his Salers lineage, extra volume and
fleshing ability from his Angus side and extra milk from both.
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Sire:“Density” (Angus) Dam Sire: Fast Fwd

Another gentle, easy-fleshing, well muscled son
of Density. He combines a 77 pound birth wt with
and adjusted 205 day wt of 652 (ratio 102). His mother is an
ASA Silver Dam with an average weaning ratio of 103 on 6
calves. A complete genetic package of calving ease, fleshing ability, disposition and outstanding maternal strength.
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Triple-Blk Pld 50% Salers/50% Angus

Sire: “1I2”(Angus) Dam Sire:Springdale Gus

Milk

Dbl-Blk Triple-Pld 75% Salers/25% An
Sire: MAC Navigator Dam Sire: Magistrate

These four full brothers out of our foundation
female, MAC Dolly 99D, will put performance and
maternal power in your cowherd. Dolly is one of the most
influential females of our breeding program. She is the
grandmother of our landmark herdsire MAC Lennox 314L.
She is also the grandmother of MAC Navistar 321N, the high
selling bull of our 2004 sale and herdsire for Turnell Cattle
Co. and S-Bar Salers. Other highlighted descendants of
the Dolly cow family include MAC High Tech (herdsire for
S-Bar Salers) and MAC Maggie 84M, a featured female of
our embryo transplant program. Tomcat, pictured above, is
red and his 3 full brothers are black. Look for Tomcat in our
2008 National Salers Pen Bull show entry in Denver.

